HEARINGS

D'Amato says "took his own life" "his suicide"

AREAS

1. night of July 20
2. July 22 search
3. turn note

MACK

Fabiani

450 pages
* don't want to go back into that box
* McDonough's
* audit of proof of basis - can of worms

SARBANES

"suicide"

1. April 22
2. July 6
privilege

DODD

"tragic suicide" in Fort Marcy
not crime scene

HATCH

"suicide"
"tragic death"
- reluctance to turn over all docs
  "get out of Whitemore"
- Presidential Records Act
A-C privilege

Kerry

"suicide"
one has yet surfaced
- more grist for the mill

**FAIRCLOTH**
- "death"
- "committed suicide"
- Robert Fiske criticism
- hammering away at polygraph \( \Rightarrow \) JIM MURPHY
  - calls on WH to release test
- "can of worms"
- does not doubt that Foster was man of integrity
- censored
- 2 weeks of phone calls

**SARBANES**
- IC requesting polygraph

**DIAMANTE**
- "renew his request" for polygraph

**BRYAN**

**BOND**
- "suicide"
- truth trickles out
- pattern of deception
- not telling truth
- SBA invest
- March 23, 1993 FAX
- US Army's office of History 20 July 20, 1993
BOXER "suicide"
- Stan - 50 federal agents
- duplication + expense
- audicies USPP
- USPP never sealed an office not a crime scene

Grams
- Madison $60 M
- arrogance
- "uncontrolled rummaging"
- why not secured?

Braun
no reasonable doubt re: suicide

Shelby
- refused to allow USPP officers to enter

Murray - suicide

Bennett

Simpson
Was there a conspiracy to cover up? I could be wrong, but no

Makowlesi  Foster suicide
Hubbell says faithful
- cooperative
- faithful

McDannal
- records
- Foster representation

- display of briefcase
- made available
- staff counsel

- Tuskey

- July 11
- questions + answers
IC produced briefcase